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Dutch Royal family visits Estonia in may 2008 for an official State-banqet
24 april 2008

Dear Reader,
I informed you on my ICC-case against hostcountry the Netherlands a long time ago, so you would have
time to prepare yourself for the offical State-visit of the NL Royal family to Estonia in may 2008.
Letters to Queen Beatrix 2005 & 2006

Today I give you 2 letters send to Queen Beatrix in 2005 & 2006 about the growing dictatorship NL.
Up till now, I did send the letters to ICC on 1 may 2007 but did not publish them on my sites.
I publish these letters today, because I feel the World needs to know 'that the Dutch Royal family has no
trouble turning state of law NL into a dictatorship'.
Over the past years, more individuals have been in the media explaining that their letters /evidence forwarded to Queen Beatrix - about their lawless position on our community are being ignored.
These individuals were misinformed by lawyers, universities & media about the possibillity to start a
lawcase against members of parliament for stopping dictatorship NL, to demand human rights with.
Like I do. These people must still be lawless today..., Like I am.
Presidency & Office of Prosecutors of ICC are not intelligent enough to deal with my lawcase.
Hopefully, my open letter 'ICC is a concentrationcamp' will wake them up.
If it doesn't, I shall send an objection against the violation of human rights within OTP to the
Prechamber-judge of ICC and demand a verdict in which is stated:
'OTP has to acknowledge victum Desiree Stokkel as a human being with rights... and os obliged to
inform her on investigations & proceedings of OTP/Registry related to her file'.
What if this doesn't contribute to confict-ending either? You already know the answer....
So called 'terrorists' shall start to blackmail NL: members of parliament, government, embassies,
business, media...enz....
Aware of the fact that they can't be brought to ICC-prison for their 'acts of terrorism'. Amen!
The Dutch Royal family must be punished for their thinking- & behavioral-pattern.
I want you to exchange the Haute Cuisine planned for the State-banquet for Queen Beatrix & Co in
Tallinn into a NL tourist menu:
'Patat met mayonaise, kroket, sla & appelmoes'.
And of course, I want you to minimalize all VIP-arrangements during the State-visit; the Netherlands is
no longer a State of law, after all.
Do you have a prof Law of a therapist intelligent enough to rescue me from ICC available?
Please, send them to me.
Have a nice day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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